Normative reflectance and transmittance measurements on healthy newborn and 1-month-old infants.
Ear-canal-based wideband reflectance (WBR) measurements may provide objective measures to assess and monitor middle-ear status in young babies. This work presents WBR measurements of power reflectance and transmittance on populations of healthy newborn babies (3 to 5 days) and healthy 1-mo-old babies (28 to 34 days). Thus, this work determines how power reflectance and transmittance vary between newborn and 1-mo-old babies and characterizes the range of these measures in normal populations. Power reflectance and transmittance were calculated from pressure measurements made in the ear canals of seven newborn (12 ears) and eleven 1-mo-old (19 ears) babies. Permutation tests, t tests, and regression (random effects) models were used to test the effects of age (newborn versus 1 mo), gender, and ear side (right versus left). The power reflectance and transmittance did not differ significantly for the age comparison (newborn versus 1 mo), although the results suggest a possible difference between newborn and 1-mo-old ears near 2000 Hz. There were no differences between the male and female ears. There are small but significant differences between left and right ears in three frequency bands encompassing 500 to 4000 Hz, where the predicted power reflectance mean for the left ear differs from the right ear by 0.02 to -0.07 depending on the frequency band. At most frequencies, power reflectance and transmittance are indistinguishable for newborn and 1-mo-old healthy babies, with limited or no differences between the two age groups and the males and females. There were small differences in some frequency bands for left and right ears. The measurements made here are similar to other published results in some frequency ranges but differ in other frequency ranges; differences among other studies from neonatal intensive care unit babies, healthy newborn babies, and healthy 1-mo-old babies are discussed.